More than 90 strong, the Women’s Recruitment Team (WRT) is a volunteer student group of current Georgia Tech women who are passionate about their work with the Office of Undergraduate Admission.

They participate in and support recruitment initiatives and events on and off campus. You will meet WRT members at Preview Tech and Women@Tech programs. Students admitted to Georgia Tech will mingle and connect with WRT during spring events like the Admitted Women’s Social.

7,711 women study at Tech

$69,000 median starting salary

97% female first-year retention rate

3.43 average first-year GPA

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT:

LAUREN STEWART

Lauren Stewart, Ph.D., assistant professor in the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, is a renowned expert in blast research, studying events such as earthquakes, blasts, shocks, and other impact hazards. She has developed unique experimental methods for simulating those kinds of events in the laboratory.

Civil + Structural Engineer magazine named Stewart one of the industry’s rising stars in 2017. The list of 29 professionals recognizes “exceptional technical capability, leadership ability, effective teaching or research, or public service benefiting the civil and structural engineering profession … and society.” All of the individuals on the list are younger than 40, and Stewart is the only full-time faculty member included.
Women are engaged throughout campus, but there are also many opportunities to promote their leadership and advancement.

Women’s Awareness Month
Women’s Leadership Conference
Women in the Wilderness
Women, Science, and Technology
Women in Engineering

Society of Women in Business
Women@CC
Women in Architecture
14 sororities
14 sports (club- and varsity-level)

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT:

MARY ELIZABETH CUMMING, GA
PUBLIC POLICY

I chose Georgia Tech because I wanted to exist in a college environment that would challenge me and help me to grow into the best version of myself. At Georgia Tech, I have found meaningful friendships with individuals who push me to grow daily – as well as relationships with faculty members invested in my future. My class work is preparing me for the real world, and, in my internships, I have seen how the work I am doing here will serve me well in life.

SARAH DALLAS, TX
NEUROSCIENCE

My dream job is to be a doctor. Georgia Tech’s pre-health office provides valuable guidance in helping you select a field, and sets you up with resources to prepare you for medical school. The pre-med community here is really strong and supportive. SHaRP has also helped me make a lot of friends who are pre-med and going through the same challenges as I am.

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT:

JEN LAWRENCEVILLE, GA
CLASS OF 2017, SGA PRESIDENT

The leadership opportunities I was provided at Georgia Tech have set me up to work in a variety of environments with different people and work styles. The fast-paced learning of Georgia Tech can really get you ready for anything, and the technicality of my degree and mindset that I adopted as a student make it very easy for me to come up with programs or ideas that can appeal to a broad audience.

Georgia Tech has awarded more engineering degrees to females than any other school since 2007.

Sign up for an information session and tour at ADMISSION.GATECH.EDU/VISIT